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MEMORANDUM OF CONCERN 

TO: Patrick Sullivan, City Manager 

Mayor Brian Turnbull, Mayor, City of Northville 

Sally Elmiger, Carlisle Wortman & Associates 

Donna Tinberg, Chair, Northville Planning Commission 

Members of the Planning Commission 

FROM: Nancy Darga, Chair Northville River Restoration Task Force 

 Co-Chair of the Mobility Network Team 

SUBJECT:  Planning Commission Review of Downs Preliminary Site Plan 

DATE: January 28, 2022 

Much attention and effort is being invested into the planning of the Downs and Foundry 

Flask developments. Given the impact these projects will have on the community, such 

scrutiny is warranted. As you intimately know, the completion of the Master Plan by the 

Planning Commission was a year-long, in-depth evaluation of the factors that will shape 

the build-out of the Downs’ site. The Sustainability Team‘s “Walkability Study,” and the 

Northville River Restoration Task Force Framework Plan equally focused on identifying 

challenges and opportunities to implementing improvements to the existing street 

configurations and parklands to complement the future build-out of these sites.   

The “Mobility Network Team,” grew out of this effort to develop a collaborative study to 

identify roadway improvements to meet the traffic needs of the new developments. 

These recommendations focused on improving traffic flow, pedestrian safety and instill 

‘walkability” enhancements.  The purpose of such intense work was to make Northville a 

livable community with a viable business district linked to parklands through a 

continuous riverwalk and trails.  The critical accumulation of all these efforts is upon us 

through the site plan approval process on the Downs project.  

Dan Burden Blue Zones LLC Site Review: 

We commend you for obtaining professional services to help review a complicated site 

plan like the Downs. The presentation given by Dan Burden, a Walkability Expert on 

December 21, 2021 revealed that he appeared to lack information on the project 

concerning stormwater management of the site, restrictive covenants on contaminated 

soils and the site plans to daylight the river. Nor did the consultant overlay his 

suggestions over a topographic survey or updated flood plain map. As a registered 

landscape architect and member of these Task Forces, I have concerns that there was 

no analysis of the site conditions, which is a fundamental step in any land planning 

process.  
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This can be remedied by having Mr. Burden talk directly with the engineers 

working on the Downs project. They can collaboratively address suggestions 

made by Mr. Burden listed below.  

 

a. The suggestion to extending Griswold Sreet down to Seven Mile and Hines overlaps 

with the river alignment and would require a wall to be built eliminating any 

possibility of a shared use path on both sides of the daylighted river.  It would reduce 

the park channel cross section forcing steep side slopes, with no level park areas. 

The green space would be reduced to an open drainage ditch. Hutton may be a 

reasonable alternative.  

 

b. To allow for the proposed Griswold extension cutting into the proposed park area, 

Mr. Burden suggests combining the storm water retention with the river channel 

which is not allowed by FEMA or EGLE. 

 

c. His plan also proposes to reduce the width of the Central Park to be located behind 

the Presbyterian Church to accommodate an expansion of Hutton and Church Street 

through the site makes it a wide boulevard instead of a park usable for events or 

gatherings. There have been early discussions about the possibilities of using that 

space for events that cannot be easily accommodated in the downtown. This 

suggested reduction of the park does not address the impact on the proposed 

underground storm water retention basin sited below the park.   

 

d. The proposed elimination of parking being planned for in the Central Park behind the 

Presbyterian Church does not allow for the safe drop off and pick up of toddlers at 

the day care center. This will result in parents trying to drop their children off along 

Cady Street instead of out of traffic flow.  

e. Mr. Burden’s proposed plan does not take into consideration the flood plain nor the 

water table as indicated in his proposal to place single family housing in a high-water 

table section of the site.  He also recommends introducing higher density housing 

options on a contaminated soil site with building restrictions. These 

recommendations indicate a lack of awareness of the site’s constraints. 

 

f. 90- degree angle parking along Cady Street was also proposed. This is dangerous to 

bicyclists and oncoming traffic due to cars backing into shared travel lanes.   

 

The need for Mr. Burden to communicate and work with the consultants of the 

Downs project is warranted if we want useful and realistic recommendations to 

evaluate the site plan.  
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Traffic Flow and Connections:  

 

Following a review of the preliminary site plan, the recommendations made by the City’s 

traffic engineers (OHM) were found to conflict with Mr. Burden’s in terms of a 

connection to Seven Mile from the Down’s site, speed limits and parking orientation.  

The best scenario for the improvement for Sheldon and Hines Drive is also in dispute 

with the developer’s traffic engineer, Fleis Vandenbrink.  Neither traffic engineering firm 

analyzed the impact of the new developments, (both Foundry Flask and the Downs) on 

the intersection of Cady Street and South Main Street which will play a significant role in 

providing access to these projects. This intersection was highlighted in the Mobility 

Network Study as a needed “Action Site.”  There seems to be no involvement of Wayne 

County Roads, who has jurisdiction of these roadways on developing preferred options 

in reviewing these intersections outside of the developer. 

 

The Downs proposed development will have an immense impact on the future of the city 

and the Planning Commission needs consensus on how to provide traffic flow, safe 

pedestrian connections and land requirements for daylighting the river.  This can be 

achieved with the following actions:  

 

Recommended Actions:  

 

1. Promote communication and exchange between Dan Burden and the engineers 

of the Downs development regarding placement of housing styles and traffic 

disbursement.   

 

2. Set up a zoom meeting with all the stakeholders reviewing traffic needs such as 

Northville City, Wayne County Roads, Hunter Pasteur Homes, OHM Engineering 

and Fleis Vandenbrink and representatives from the Mobility Network Team. 

Come out with a list of preferred options for the following intersections, Seven 

Mile and Hines Drive, and Seven Mile and S. Center Street, and the Cady Street 

and South Main intersection. 

 

3. Set up a separate meeting with Wayne County Roads, the city engineers and 

representatives from the Mobility Network Team to review options for the Seven 

Mile and Main Street intersection regarding left turns off of Main Street onto 

Seven Mile, Seven Mile from Main Street to Hines Drive and the Doheny Drive 

“Safe Routes to School” crossing under the railroad.   

 

Your support for these recommendations is greatly needed to integrate this 

development into the fabric of the city in a viable way.  

 



From: John Roby
To: Dianne Massa
Cc: Nancy Darga; Dave Gutman
Subject: FW: Roadways for Our Neighborhoods: Fulfilling the needs of NOW
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Dianne:

Please forward to the Planning Chair with copy to the complete Planning Commission and Consultant.

I’ll handle the external copies to the Mobility Network.

Thanks much again and always...

Best of...

John R.
(248)348-7047

From: John Roby <johnroby@luxsci.net> 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 7:58 AM
To: Planning Commission Chair Tinberg
Cc: Commissioners and Consultant; plus Mobility Network Team and Sponsors (sent externally)

Subject: Roadways for Our Neighborhoods: Fulfilling the needs of NOW

Dear Chair Tinberg:
...with copy to the Commissioners, Planning Consultant, and Mobility Network Team and Sponsors.

You’ve been among the most receptive and perceptive Northville principals as we’ve explored roadway connections, a
small part of your intense and thorough preparation for the dauting changes at hand.  Thank you.  The need to firm the
city’s intent for our roadway network appears at hand. I ask your renewed attention to it now.

·  New development and growth bring huge opportunities to the City of Northville, but with safety, traffic
congestion, and neighborhood serenity concerns.

·  Engaged volunteers formed the Mobility Network Team to address these issues.  The team’s findings were

reported to you in the December 21st Planning Commission Meeting.

·  In parallel, the City Manager directed expert review of the largest current development sites for their
‘Walkability’...a shorthand for treating these issues and more...to inform your guidance to developers.  That
expert review by Dan Burden was also delivered in your second December meeting.

·  Both results recommend the same roadway connection additions...new or completely revamped intersections...as
the foremost and necessary means to ensure our safe, fully engaging ‘Walkability’ while avoiding congestion and
preserving serenity.

·  Detailed work on The Downs PUD requires the City of Northville’s direction for these intersections.  I ask that you
urgently fulfill your role in forging that direction in time to secure provision in The Downs Site...if that is your
determination.

That is my purpose today.

Being the poster-child engineer who can’t avoid getting into how to make watches when you ask him the time, I admit my
penchant for exhaustive detail.  It has served well in other times.  Given that I have detail at hand, and it may aid some not
so close to the proceedings these past two years, I offer the fuller argument that follows.

As additional support, I placed links and tangential discussion in informal numbered references after the signature.  The
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references begin with both Burden Walkability and Mobility Network presentations in both ‘slide PDF’ and live video
form.  Hoping to make it more accessible, and to make a strong point, I supplied four cuts to the Burden presentation
video as described.
 
Being long engaged in neighborhood connectivity questions arising from The Downs and other developments, I asked
Mobility Network Co-Chair Nancy Darga how the PUD process is going and further puzzled how I might help in line with
that initiative.  Nancy and Co-Chair Dave Gutman’s presentation is linked-to in reference 2B.  Please find time to revisit it
as you refine your roadway thinking.  But don’t go yet...I wish to set a different stage to spring from.
 
For now, it’s enough to remember that the Mobility Network defined five critical Action Sites...

...the Action Sites being critical both because they matter to the performance and safety of our network, and they literally
bound the zones of most pressing developer and city built-configuration concern.  Potential new connections along Seven
at Hines (S1) and River at New Fairbrook (S2) are particularly powerful (and particularly difficult).  But Center (S5) and old
downtown core adjustments (S6) are heavy configuration players as well.
 
In the spectrum of Northville concerns, roadway modification and addition are but a small band of interest, carry daunting
complexity and cost, and aren’t going to crown any popular heroes...a little like sewers, but harder to explain the damage
of not getting it right.  If left to popularity contest, these initiatives likely die.  But choices made (and not made) in these
roadway connections and flows hugely influence space, shape, and cost...and the eventual lived experience...as the
developer lays out and adjusts the Downs site toward the broader features and values you define.  Conversely, choices
made now with space, shape, and cost will largely determine the possibilities for roadway connections and flows through
time.  Hence, they beg outsized attention from city leaders charged with both navigating the politics and ensuring the
function.
 
Complicating further, the roadway questions in play extend well beyond The Downs; the largest ‘belonging to’ Wayne
County, not even under city control at all.  Given so much is outside their purview (realistically limiting expectations), I’m
encouraged that the developer has come to full-throated support and willingness to cooperate with Northville’s chosen
road network intent.  They’ll move, reshape, and re-balance the pieces of the puzzle to suit.  They appear poised and
eager to do this...right NOW.
 



But per my glimpse behind the curtain through Nancy, when it comes to roadway connection changes, though urgently
and specifically sought by the developer to drive site layout, Northville has expressed neither direction nor intent.
 
As the Mobility Network Study recommends, the crucial next step is sound technical evaluation of Action Site alternatives
to inform such direction and intent.  Sidestepping the rabbit hole of ‘traffic studies’ on the developer’s behalf and ‘livable
roadway engineering’ on the city’s behalf (Item 3 in the references, below), I understand that the expert witnesses for
both sides (F&V and OHM respectively) are at the table and have energetic, divergent viewpoints in play.
 
With more time, the Mobility Network Team might shop for a preferred ‘expert witness’, but given the ‘needs of NOW’,
why not task OHM with fleshing out and evaluating the pivotal Action Items on the city’s (and its human residents’ and
visitors’) behalf?  My understanding is that question came up and Administration answered they wished that direction to
come from you, the Planning Commission.
 
I’m way out of comfortable bounds...officially and factually.  My request to you is to authoritatively determine whether
your direction is the linchpin of further progress toward establishing Northville roadway network intent.  Assuming it is,
and knowing it matters however the specific process plays out, I’ll proceed with appeal for your support for authorized
technical pursuit of Mobility Network priorities.
 
Critically, the effects are far too extensive to multipath.  The developer is pinned.  When he can no longer wait, he will
move forward.  Absent direction, no rational reading of tea leaves would forecast provision for new roadways and altered
main routes.  To my eyes, ready or not, fair expectation or not, if we’re ever to enjoy completion of our mobility network
to best serve all our neighborhoods old and new, Northville must forge intent and issue direction in very short days and
weeks....essentially right NOW.
 
Though a tightly-focused, people-friendly OHM evaluation can help, you and city leadership cannot possibly know enough
to make informed final decisions in time.  But, admitting my overwhelming bias toward the potential benefits of
completing our mobility network and potential shortfalls of failing to do so, I think you may know more than you think you
do about what the alternatives those decisions will ponder should look like.
 
You know this largely and importantly because of the Dan Burden consultancy that you in Planning and Pat Sullivan made
possible.
 
Many of us have worked the bricks and mortar over the past two years, but Dan supplied the keystone in his PC readout

late December 21st, the same night as the Mobility Network presentation.  As Dan enthusiastically proclaimed, the two
are entirely allied and complimentary.  He welcomed and built confidently upon our words and story.  I will now lean
heavily on his.
 
You introduced Dan as tasked by Pat to evaluate The Downs plan per Northville’s ‘Walkability’ goals and offer
considerations the city may wish to discuss with the developer.  Prominent in his response, Dan Burden said this about
The Downs site plan...
 

“It fails to remove the Super Block.  To me that’s its biggest failing.
 
If it doesn’t remove the Super Block, it’s going to continue the harm...
...and spills over into unwarranted traffic effects throughout the community.
 
It overloads the other streets by not solving the problem...”

 
1E. Excerpt: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/94gklqmkvv79erl/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4?dl=0
02:40 long total but the punch line comes quick.  Rest justly takes blame off developer and explains.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/94gklqmkvv79erl/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4?dl=0


OK.  Let’s fix that.  Half kidding...not so easy.  You all are aware of this issue and its difficulty, some for quite a while.  The
relevant point is that when tasked with the question of what to do about ‘Walkability’ in the big new development, Dan’s
answer was to first and foremost bolt it properly into the transport network of the town.
 
As the Mobility Network Study launched, among oversized maps papering the DDA conference room walls, you personally
gave me two hours of attention building toward this same conclusion...including a strategy I call ‘dispersion’.  Shortly
after, in your intro comments to the next PC, you gave the best synopsis of that strategy I had ever heard...Thank you. 
You put this understanding to use again in your question to Dan late that December night...
 
Paraphrasing heavily (your question leads the clip in full), you noted the several additional motor connections in Dan’s
‘Principles’ diagram showing his recommended roadway integration scheme and asked, “...which is most important?”
 
1F. Excerpt: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uvpv03st2gfkfv/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4?dl=0
02:54 long total...Hutton-Seven and Griswold-Seven come quick.  Entirety is important.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uvpv03st2gfkfv/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4?dl=0


“...for the community...for the developer to put the best value...
(the most important roadway connection)
...would probably be Hutton...certainly if you can make this connection out...
(the proposed roundabout at Hines/Seven)
It takes HUGE pressure off of Seven Mile and Center...
...it totally helps transform all of the current traffic flow in your community...
...to something where you can downsize/downscale a number of intersections...
...and make them ALL pedestrian friendly.

I would put an almost an equal weight on Griswold...
  (which extends to Eight Mile) That’s a key road for you guys...
...that, and to have the two join before coming out to Seven Mile...
There’s some REAL significance in that.
...
Not to overlook Beal...ummm...

I put ‘em all in because they belong. (up to us to pull it off, but he thinks we can)
You’re going to add a lot of value to this developed site by having good connectivity
and taking the pressure off your exterior roads, yet internalize your ‘trips’
because you have that level of connectivity.

These two clips are the top-level statement of problem and solution...Per vetted, professionally active expert...Called in by
city leadership to render judgement in our human-valued best interest according to long-stated, survey-supported
‘Walkability’ goals for Northville.  Any resemblance between the Mobility Network map above and Dan’s ‘Principles’
sketch is no coincidence.  This is a rigorous technical methodology applied, evolved, and extended since Jane Jacobs went
to war with Robert Moses (ref’s 4 & 5).  I hope this concordance brings clarity and carries weight for you as it does for me.

Rather than my words, and even before you (hopefully) go back to review what Nancy and Dave said in the Mobility
Network presentation, I earnestly suggest you steep in more of Dan’s story.  The Mobility Network Study is rich in
fundamentals faithfully applied to specific local detail.  It’s ready to inform an engineering task.  But Dan speaks from
experience at a high concept level and turns the rigor into music.  Hoping to make that easier to manage, I made a couple



more edits telling useful parts of the story in smaller chunks.

You’re right to want more, but what we minimally need to ‘Fulfill the needs of NOW’ may be some intense ‘Visioneering’: 
Vetted real-world expertise (Dan Burden, maybe OHM); faithful application of the proven discipline of Livable Cities;
people-centric roadway engineering probe by OHM (or other authority); and a whole lot more intense attention and
consideration from you...YOU ALL...the leadership of the City of Northville.

I’m aware I ask a lot...patient, thoughtful eyes and ears now...mountains of work by legions of people beyond...with no
little risk.  I remain confident your vision, effort, and commitment will pay back richly in how Northville ‘lives’ through
time.

Best of...

John Roby
511 W Dunlap St
Northville, MI 48167
(248)348-7047

REFERENCES AND REMINDERS:

Primary Material:

Videos and big docs are best downloaded to your viewer.
THEY MAY TAKE A WHILE (a minute or so worst case for me off-hours).

1A. Walkability for Northville Presentation (slide deck)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qw6e5psif5j3yz2/BurdenWalkability_SlideDeck_V4%2812-15-21%29.pdf?dl=0

Dan’s 2016 ‘Northville Walk’...if it adds any cred, I’m under the straw hat.

1B. Walkability Analysis of Major Development (video, full unedited)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i6kdzo16k2jihog/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis.mp4?dl=0
Presentation by Dan Burden, Consulting Walkability Guru...
...including important observations on city-wide connectivity and mobility.
01:30:46 Total.  The following condensation may be useful.

I signaled my edits with a fade through a blocky blue frame...always the same.  I have a purpose and a point, totally
unmasked.  I extracted on that behalf.  I did my level best to preserve what people meant.

1C. Condensation: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-CnxnStory.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/im3ox783w4mcdan/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-CnxnStory.mp4?dl=0
29:13 ‘Connection Story’ with a lot of context left in.
Ideas, observations, and examples relevant to the where’s and why’s of roadway connections and the pathways they bring,
the driving issue of this email.  OTHER ASPECTS MATTER JUST AS MUCH...But less to the purpose of this note.

00:00    Intros
01:16    Qualifications and nods to us
02:20    Part 1: The Canvas and Walkability Principles begin
03:40    Conventional (Sprawl) vs. Traditional (Grid)

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qw6e5psif5j3yz2/BurdenWalkability_SlideDeck_V4%2812-15-21%29.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i6kdzo16k2jihog/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/im3ox783w4mcdan/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-CnxnStory.mp4?dl=0


04:45    FIRST BREAK for Questions

05:43    Part 2: Key Concepts for The Downs Begins
07:02    Improving Street Layout
07:40    Damage of a Super Block (Orlando example)
09:18    Critical Errors (excerpted below)
11:50    Opportunity Checklist
13:25    SECOND BREAK for Questions

14:30    Part 3: External Street Solutions Begins
15:48    Target Speeds
16:49    Balanced Transportation and more Speed
17:55    Security...Can Griswold Look Like This?
18:42    THIRD BREAK for Questions

19:00    Comm. Gaines edited for cautions on ‘Grid Overload’
22:09    Which Roadway Matters Most? (excerpted below)
25:00    Public Comment (retained Michelle Aniol’s connection warning)

(Moved Nancy Darga, Comm. Hay, and Michelle and Pat Sullivan
on Roundabouts to that subject, immediately below.)

26:11    Wrap

1D. Excerpt: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-Roundabouts.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gjdoyojd74t03cr/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-Roundabouts.mp4?dl=0
17 minutes total
I put the content exclusively dealing with Roundabouts in a separate video.  The Connection is the parent issue.  What type
is child of that, a separate choice.  Pulling this important and interesting 17 minutes out of the Connection Story is intended
to make them both easier to navigate.

My first concern by far is to get the intersection done.  I’m a roundabout-believer, but I wouldn’t go to war to get one over
a ‘walkable’ traditional cruciform.  And I think that decision will find its way to vetted Pro’s a lot easier than the decision to
do an intersection at all.

1E. Excerpt: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/94gklqmkvv79erl/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4?dl=0
02:40    Super Block: one big ERROR to fix.

1F. Excerpt: BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uvpv03st2gfkfv/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4?dl=0
02:54 Which matters most?

Hutton-to-Seven 1st; Griswold-to-Seven 2nd; Beal Matters;
...he’d put ‘em ALL in because they belong.

2A. The complete Mobility Network Study (pdf doc, with back up source)...
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bFKifbvDhgo2jAnUcGoblZcARq5OnMbp/view
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vl9gqlrktvn8is9/Mobility%20Team%20Presentation%2011_20_21%20V22.pdf?dl=0
...this is as it appeared in your pre-meeting packet.  Download into good PDF reader is advised.

2B. Mobility Network Presentation (video)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7s9lejt3z88h58e/MobilityNetworkPresentation.mp4?dl=0
presentation by Team Leaders Nancy Darga and Dave Gutman from 12/21 PC...
00:00    Intro & Overall

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gjdoyojd74t03cr/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-Roundabouts.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/94gklqmkvv79erl/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-TheBigOne.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1uvpv03st2gfkfv/BurdenWalkabilityAnalysis-WhichMattersMost.mp4?dl=0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bFKifbvDhgo2jAnUcGoblZcARq5OnMbp/view
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vl9gqlrktvn8is9/Mobility%20Team%20Presentation%2011_20_21%20V22.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7s9lejt3z88h58e/MobilityNetworkPresentation.mp4?dl=0


08:30    Specific Action Sites
20:38    Next Steps
22:30    Q&A 
40:00    Wrap

Supporting and Reference Material:

3. On metrics and standards of Traffic Engineering...
...as distinct...sometimes harmonious, often not...from those of Livable Neighborhoods.

I have not studied the new, far broader Traffic Study in detail.  I was exceedingly disappointed in the Prior PUD study
(documented it and sent it to HPH and Mobility Network).  Comparing grading to lived experience, the old study’s idea of
‘good enough’ was my idea of miserable for a small town of residential neighborhoods like ours.  The first glimpse of new
work (for Foundry Flask) was not encouraging.

Planning, especially Comm. Barry and likely others, probed hard at whether we were capturing what matters to the people
over the vehicular traffic engineering ‘skinny optimization’ (and perhaps some ‘lawyer for the developer’ calibration of
potential shortfalls).  If memory serves, at City Manager’s direction, Steve Dearing of OHM did some ‘lawyering’ for our
side (which I was very encouraged to hear him discuss).  Julie Kroll of F&V did a far broader melt-and-repour adding Downs
and Pre-Covid/Closed/Open variations.

First scan says encouragement was justified:  Julie has recommended physical improvements beyond signal timing tweaks.
 Northbound S.Main turning to westbound Seven gets a signal.   Center/Cady and Center/Randolph get a signal or a 4-way,
depending on whether core streets are open or closed.  These are directly and importantly helpful to Mobility Network
concerns.

We still have a ways to go on Sheldon-Center/Seven (open point between F&V and OHM, I hear) and added intersections:
River/Fairbrook and, even more importantly, Hutton-extended-to-Hines/Seven.  I know of no constructive motion here
(hence this email). I DO NOT EXPECT TRADITIONAL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS TO CLOSE THIS GAP.

The divergence comes because our goal is NOT to make the minimally-tolerable corridor for vehicular travel at least
cost...quite the contrary.  For us, it’s how neighborhoods of people experience cars and roads throughout their
lives...sometimes driving and mostly not...that matters.  Best practices for minimally efficient traffic flow and essentially
aggravation-free motor transit are more a ‘price of entry’ than a useful final measure.  Neighborhood safety and peace
plus non-motorized travelers’ safety, comfort, convenience, and engagement far outweigh the performance measures
of a simple traditional ‘Traffic Report’.

Charles Marohn, Jr. (of Strong Towns) recently released Confessions of a Recovering Engineer, an unrestrained
broadside against uncritical and exclusive use of ‘Traffic Studies’ to make roadways work in neighborhoods for people:
https://www.confessions.engineer/
The introduction posing him-as-traffic-engineer evangelizing a corridor capacity improvement to a neighborhood mom is
intuitively powerful, pricelessly eye-opening, and an outright hoot.  Marohn doesn’t let down through the rest of the
book...I’m sure displeasing the objects of his criticism.  To me its a matter of matching discipline and metrics to the
characteristics of most concern.

If you wish an authoritative supporting argument, I suggest Mr. Burden, himself.  He has the cred and lives this issue every
day.

4. More broadly, well beyond ‘NOW’...on History, Ideas, and Case Studies of Placemaking...
Wendy Mutch at the library stewards a ‘Planning and Placemaking’ Collection:
http://library.booksite.com/7576/nl/?list=CNL1&group=EB128
I’ve fully read only a few and scanned a dozen more, but all collaborate to build (and none contradict) the ways and
means to safer, more comfortable, more engaging transit through our neighborhoods that we have advanced.  Mr.
Burden recommended NACTO street design references.  Three appear: NACTO Urban Street...and Urban

https://www.confessions.engineer/
http://library.booksite.com/7576/nl/?list=CNL1&group=EB128


Bikeway...Design Guides, plus their Urban Street Stormwater Guide.  These were an essential entry into
the arcane details for me and I seek their informative, clear, and current graphic guides intentionally as I
query.  (Also, I’ll drop off my copy of Recovering Engineer with Wendy, hoping for current interest).

5. Connections and Blocks that WORK for people in cities...
...and, when grown to dead-ended Superblocks, absolutely do not:
Excerpts from Duany, Speck, and Lydon’s Smart Growth, 2004...
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rjdmchve2brug1f/SmartGrowth_MakingBlocks.pdf?dl=0
...written as ‘Walkability’ was just emerging as ‘the’ Livable Cities movement.

I found this book late and quite used so it didn’t make Wendy’s collection.  It is a compact, clear, and accessible description
of how to shape a city and the roads within it...entirely consistent with and likely underpinning much of the collection,
above.  These are the bedrock principles of my learning and application.

6. LIVE ONLINE MAP:
Back to the present Mobility Network Issues,  I’ve found a picture of BUILT NEIGHBORHOODS essential to considering
who might go where and how...in all its variations and combinations.  Zoomable detailed photography helps focus
visualization.  Here’s the ‘Questions of Connectivity’ map I had offered last June in an email titled “Configuring Questions
and Counting Bridges”.  The present ‘Action Site’ outlines have been added in ‘hot pink’, but I didn’t mess with labelling
them.  The technically playful can turn layers on and off to suit their wandering about...

https://arcg.is/eCGyC1

The ‘Questions of Connectivity’ became the root of the Mobility Network Study.  ‘Counting Bridges’ showed our present
1,200 foot River Street and 1,500 foot Seven Mile unbroken stretches as outliers among famously ‘Walkable’ river cities,
another aspect of the Super Block Problem...
https://1drv.ms/u/s!Aha4VIIUFf-AhMcQWCkj9dpuQKUbnw?e=WCiO3y

7. Taking a cue from Dan Burden’s example of his own special bridge:
I offer a favorite I copied into the 3D hypothetical river park that’s helped my thinking these past two years (Liar’s Bridge,
1859, Transylvania)...
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xwldi10pr8wgr6p/Liars%20Bridge%20M9NGK7.jpg?dl=0
...this is the kind of thing that drives me.  ‘Hope you find the time in the crunch to seek and enjoy jewels like this that work
for you.  I’ve shown the bridge as motor on maps and 3D models because, like Dan says, it ‘belongs’ in the roadway
network.  Whether it ‘belongs’ as motor or NMT only (as used at New Fairbrook) is a fascinating and difficult question I
hope you get to treating in depth and detail.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/rjdmchve2brug1f/SmartGrowth_MakingBlocks.pdf?dl=0
https://arcg.is/eCGyC1
https://1drv.ms/u/s!Aha4VIIUFf-AhMcQWCkj9dpuQKUbnw?e=WCiO3y
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xwldi10pr8wgr6p/Liars%20Bridge%20M9NGK7.jpg?dl=0


Jeff & Terry Snyder 
508 Gardner Street 
Northville, MI  48167 

January 27, 2022 

Northville Planning Commission 
215 W Main Street 
Northville, MI  48167 

Re: Downs Proposal 

Dear Commissioners, 

Thank you for the tireless dedication displayed over the last several years.  Thanks also, in advance, for 
your willingness to listen to the voices within our community that are to follow.   

At first glance our thought is the often-mentioned suburban feel to the overall site plan. 

Additional thoughts: 

• Woefully lacking number of single-family homes
• Single-family homes are centered on an island, surrounded by density
• Undue traffic is channeled thru historically quiet neighborhoods to the east and west
• Missing pocket parks within the density
• Find creative ways to accommodate stormwater that would greatly reduce the size and impact of

a large suburban style storm retention pond that takes up nearly 3 acres.  Accomplish this by
requiring every sub area within the development to manage its own stormwater.  Same for single-
family lots

• Park lacks adequate space for a healthy, meandering river, or adjacent biodiversity
• Plan calls for moving the river far to the east side to run along the edge of River Street.  This nets a

steep slope along River Street with no biodiversity or related water quality improvement space.
• No space is planned widen River Street to accommodate newly proposed traffic, bicycle lanes,

sidewalks, or appropriate right of way greenspace
• Plan has no consideration for storm water that currently dumps directly from Bealtown (including

commercial properties along South Main) into the River through storm lines that presently extend
well onto the Down’s property.  There could be unintended flooding if Bealtown stormwater is not
included in the calculations

Again, thank you for your service at this most critical time in the history of Northville.  Your mindful 
stewardship will be appreciated for generations to come.      

Sincerely, 

Jeff & Terry Snyder 

Received 1/31/2022



Friends of the Rouge • 650 Church St-Suite 209 • Plymouth, MI 48170 
www.therouge.org • Phone (313) 792-9900 • Fax (313) 593-0231 

Promoting restoration and stewardship of the Rouge River since 1986 

Friends of the Rouge is a 501 (c)(3) corporation whose mission is  
to restore, protect, and enhance the Rouge River watershed through stewardship, education, and collaboration. 

January 31, 2022 

Northville Planning Commission 

City of Northville  

215 W Main Street 

Northville, MI 48167 

Re: Site Plan Considerations 

Dear Northville Planning Commission, 

On behalf of the Friends of the Rouge (FOTR), we wish to submit a statement with 

recommended actions regarding the Northville Downs’ developer, Hunter Pasteur Homes 

(“HPH”) Site Plan Design to the City of Northville with respect to daylighting the river, the 

linear park, pocket parks, and other creative measures to fulfill onsite stormwater 

management.     

Friends of the Rouge recommends the following considerations for Site Design: 

 Approach stormwater retention with a decentralized design, incorporating as much

green infrastructure site-wide to reduce or eliminate need for a retention pond and

increase usable recreation/and/or habitat.

 Riparian buffer zones should be as wide as possible to allow for restoration of stream

meander.

 Existing flow from MS4 permitted discharge points into the Rouge should be carefully

taken into consideration for added volume – and to whether or not the site design

considers daylighting into new modeling.  We do not wish to see adjacent

neighborhoods unintentionally flooded.

 Any new stream crossing infrastructure i.e. new bridges (both pedestrian and vehicular)

should have the widest possible clearance away from the riparian zone.  River crossings

inherently add pinch points for flow, increase polluted discharge areas to the river,

increase impervious surface, increase heat-island effect, cause increased noise pollution

and create habitat fragmentation.  Friends of the Rouge recommends as few (and as

small) new river crossings as possible.

Friends of the Rouge appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on various stages of the 

Northville Downs Site Plan’s.  We provide a variety of environmental restoration services that 

Recd 1/31/2022
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may be beneficial to your team as you move through preliminary and final Site Design.  Please 

reach out if you have an interest in speaking further about this opportunity.   

Daylighting the Rouge River offers the City of Northville an incredible opportunity to 

drastically improve the quality of life for all of us and for many generations to come.  We are 

excited to be a part of a unique opportunity to revitalize a stretch of the Walled Lake Branch 

of the Rouge River - something that will not likely be an option again in any of our lifetimes.   

Respectfully, 

Marie McCormick, Executive Director 



January 28, 2022 

TO: Donna Tinberg, Chair, Northville Planning Commission 
Members of the Planning Commission 

FROM: Kathleen Spillane 
487 W. Cady St. 
Resident, Sustainability Team Member, River Restoration Task Force Member, 
Network Mobility Team Member 

RE: Northville Downs Preliminary Site Plan 

As many of you know, I’ve been a strong proponent of walkability and placemaking in our community. 
I will attempt to keep my feedback on the Downs project brief and to the point. 

Diversity of Housing 
I appreciate the work that you have done to provide a variety of housing options. 

S. Center Street
As proposed, S. Center Street’s walkability is challenged due to the following:

• Street cross section does not feature protection between the walker and vehicular traffic.
1. No on-street parking
2. Little to no buffer between curb and sidewalk
3. Little to no trees between pedestrian and curb
4. Ten banks of similar-looking Townhomes.  This repetition is not typical in Northville.

• We need stronger crosswalks at 7 Mile and S. Center, S. Center and Fairbrook, S. Center and
new Beal and S. Center and Cady St.

Is it possible to replace some of these townhome units with some of the product that is featured on 
Griswold?  Can the developer diversify the landscaping to provide some uniqueness?   

26 Carriage Homes 

The proposed homes on the southern side of the property are extremely close to Johnson Creek.  
The City should work with Wayne County to ensure that riparian corridor and building ordinances are 
sufficient to protect the creek both during construction and after ownership is handed over to the 
resident.  Consistent enforcement of these ordinances will be needed. 

Commercial and Retail Space 

There does not appear to be adequate retail/commercial space to service the large increase in our 
population.  Leasing offices and lobbies are not a “downtown destination” and do not contribute to 
drawing in visitors to our community.   

Received 1/28/22



Mr. Burden’s Recommendations 

In general, I agree with most of Mr. Burden’s recommendations as they are expressed conceptually. 
For example, he is suggesting 10’ vehicle lane width. (The current preliminary site plan proposes 
11’6”).  If a roundabout is recommended, he suggests that it only features one lane versus two lane.   
I also agree with his recommendations to break up the superblock and reduce speeds. 

I disagreed with his suggestions to alter the site plan design for these reasons: 

Portions of the analysis appear to lack technical perspectives on site conditions, namely: 

• Recommending single family homes in the southern portion of the site does not reflect awareness
of the water table.

• An understanding of the river channel design and how it relates to the flood control.
• An understanding of the topography of the site.

The design recommendations didn’t appear to include consideration for the appearance of the 
proposed land use types, but rather, focused on density.  This resulted in reduced walkability and 
fewer “eyes on the street”. 

• The diversity of styles and colors of the single-family homes have a positive impact on the
walkability experience, and thus should be considered an asset.  By tucking them away in the
south of the site, they have lower visibility.

• Single family homeowners are less likely to have social encounters when they walk past similar
looking townhomes that do not have active front porches and people out working on their yards.
Conversely, townhome owners who would live at the south side of the property would be more
likely to encounter single-family homeowners on their porches or in their yards.

The function of the Central Park as a downtown asset was undervalued 

• Many of the apartments are less than 1000 square feet.  This park, with the right amenities, would
benefit the new residents who need some “breathing room”.   It would help to reduce strain on
Northville’s town square, which was not sized to accommodate a sizeable increase in the City’s
population.

• The park was a potential location for downtown events.
• The park would contribute to eyes on the street.
• A terminated vista is created by looking through the park to the church and in the other direction to

Hines Park hilly tree area.

Thank you for all the countless hours and attention you have provided to this proposal. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Spillane 

Cc: Patrick Sullivan, City Manager 
Mayor Brian Turnbull, Mayor, City of Northville 
Sally Elmiger, Carlisle Wortman & Associates 



From: Patrick Sullivan
To: Dianne Massa; Bill Gmail
Cc: AnnaMaryLee Vollick; Brent Strong; Carol Maise; Carol Maise (alt email); Cheryl McGuire; David Hay; Donna

Tinberg; Jeff Gaines (jgaines@ameritech.net); Jeff Gaines (jgaines@hed.design); Paul DeBono; selmiger; Steve
Kirk; Thomas Barry

Subject: RE: Dan Burden Review of Downs Development (Nancy Darga)
Date: Monday, January 31, 2022 9:39:06 AM

Good Morning Commissioners,

Here is the scope of work which Dan Burden was contracted to perform:

SITE PLAN REVIEW- HEALTHY STREET DESIGN NOVEMBER 2021
The City of Northville, Michigan, seeks a peer review of a site plan for a 49-acre mixed-use infill site.
With opportunities for well-planned growth, Northville looks to ensure that all growth fits the context
and needs of the community. Critical plan elements include: historical integrity, walkability, street
and intersection design, street connectivity, especially to the downtown, parking, gathering places, a
possible daylighting of a submerged stream, maximized tree canopy and green spaces, sustainability,
and inviting connections to downtown.

The proposed peer review services will be provided to the Planning Commission as they apply the new
Northville Master Plan Update 2022, and especially to the carefully developed guiding principles. The
review will also incorporate the vision of the City of Northville’s Non-Motorized Plan, especially with
its focus on Complete Streets. The review will further apply the Low Impact Development Manual for
Michigan. It is understood that development of the former racetrack property should be designed in a
way to internalize traffic, keep speeds low, and minimize the generation of external auto trips,
especially to the downtown.

Stage One: The first task for the peer review services includes a review of Northville and regional
guiding documents, and a walkability and active transportation analysis of the conceptual Northville
Downs plan. A technical powerpoint style presentation will be developed and presented by Dan
Burden to the Northville Planning Commission in December. The presentation will provide feedback to
the planning commission on ways the developer can better address community and urban design
needs and principles. The presentation will also capture the principles and concepts for increasing
active transportation from the Northville Downs to the downtown. The peer review also includes a
preliminary review of a key intersection (7-mile and Center St), to explore ways to provide for greater
walkability and safety. 

Stage Two: The second task for the peer review services will be to review the preliminary site plan to
assess whether the recommendations identified in Stage One have been incorporated into the site
plan.  A brief report will detail which recommendations have been included in the plan and what
improvements/refinements to the plan should be made to maximize active transportation.

The fee for his services was $7,000 and he has completed the work in this initial scope.  The
developer has agreed to cover the cost of this review.  If we want additional input or meeting time
with Mr. Burden, we will have to negotiate a new scope and figure out how to pay for it.

Recd 1/31/22



The Block Foundation 

January 29,2022 

Northville Planning Commission 
215 W Main Street  
Northville, MI   48167 

Re:  Proposed Famers Market 

Planning Commissioners: 

This letter serves to confirm that we met with City officials on several occasions to discuss how 
the former McDonald Ford property could serve as a Farmer’s Market.  The discussions were 
general in nature, focusing on conditions of such an arrangement, including impact on the 
adjacent Cross-Fit facility, Hines Park and potential connectively to the proposed Down’s 
development.  

To date, we have not entered into any discussion, formal or otherwise, that could or should be 
construed as an agreement.  The Block Foundation’s participation in this arrangement is 
contingent on adding meaningful improvements to the proposed site plan as it relates to the 
overall health of the Middle Rouge and connecting Johnson Creek, plus the addition of 
adequate ecosystem space.  Gentile river meandering, wide bridge crossings to avoid flow 
constriction and creative storm water management solutions throughout the site, in lieu of a 
large pond, are basic elements for such an agreement.  A healthy river ecosystem with mindful 
accessibility would provide immeasurable community benefit and additionally serve as a model 
to many other communities that share the Rouge River watershed.  

With the above in mind, it would be best to avoid inclusion of the McDonald Ford property as 
part of your decision-making process until such time as a formal agreement is secured.   

Regards, 

Jeff Snyder 
Executive Director 

   508 Gardner Steet, Northville, Michigan  48167 

Recd 1/31/22



January 27, 2022 
 
David Marold and Sheila York 
443 Grace Street 
Northville, MI 48167 
 
The Planning Commission 
City of Northville 
215 W. Main Street 
Northville, MI 48167 
 
Re: Downs’ Development 
 
Commissioners, 
 
We would like to thank each of you for the considerable thought, time, and effort that you give 
to help make wise policies for our city so that as our website says, so we can “Savor Small-Town 
Charm”.  As we all know, the decisions made regarding the Downs’ Development will have a 
momentous long-term impact on our city. While we have seen improvements in what has been 
proposed in terms on design and density, the density and design are still concerning. We ask 
that you take as much time as is necessary to review and approve a plan that will preserve our 
“small-town charm” for the coming generations. Please wait until this is right for the long-term 
rather than approving something too quickly.  It is too important not to do it right! 
 
We recognize that the developers need to make a return on their investment. Doing that is 
complicated by many things the city is asking developers to do because the city doesn’t have 
the resources. Daylighting the river is one idea that most support. However, that leaves less 
land to build upon which causes developers to have to raise their prices. We don’t think the 
answer is high density. Density impacts not only traffic flows, but infrastructure, safety, schools, 
parking, city services (such as fire and police) and much more.  Yes, the city will gain a larger tax 
base, but will it be enough to offset the expenses? Density has been reduced in the recent 
proposal by about 20%, but that needs to go down more. There will be growth to the West, 
South, East, and North in the next five to ten years and beyond, that will contribute to heavier 
traffic flows in Northville. 
 
There are people who have said, “density doesn’t matter”. Sheila and I know density.  Sheila is 
from New York City and is familiar with the pluses and minuses of density. Sheila chose to leave 
Birmingham to live in Northville over 20 years ago because of what she saw happening with 
density. While Dave grew up in Iowa, he lived in Chicago and San Francisco, cities with dense 
populations. Neither one of us wants to see Northville become like Birmingham with its 
crowded streets and parking nightmares. Density makes a difference. Let’s not destroy our 
small-town charm with higher density and traffic jams. 
 
 



Our secondary, but very important concern, is to continue improving the style and design of the 
Downs re-development. Yes, progress has been made, but please keep moving forward to 
preserve the look of our charming city. 
 
Lastly, we would like you to look closely at the assumptions being made. How many additional 
cars will be added with 500 plus units? Over 1,000?  While some two car garages are planned, 
what percent of the two car garages will actually have two cars in them or are they used as 
storage? Where will the additional cars park? Are there enough parking spaces planned? When 
offices reopen, how many of these people will be going back to work in an office and adding to 
rush hour traffic jams? What are the demographics for the occupants of the different units? 
Should there be some housing designed for people 55+ who may be less likely to contribute to 
rush hour traffic? While some say that the probable widening of Beck Road in about five years 
will reduce our traffic difficulties, please think about that carefully before buying into it. 
 
Thank you very much for the work you have done. Please take the time to think this through 
carefully. There is only one time to do this right. 
 
Cordially, 
 
David Marold 
Sheila York 
 



From: Thomas Barry
To: Dianne Massa
Cc: selmiger; Donna Tinberg; Patrick Sullivan
Subject: Downs Ground Water Report
Date: Monday, January 31, 2022 4:04:29 PM
Attachments: The Downs Groundwater Study 01.31.22.pdf

Soil Boring Location Plan 01.31.22 DJW.pdf

Dianne

Per Sally Elmiger’s instructions; I am sending you a copy of an engineering observation report
provided to me by Don Webb PE who upon my request reviewed the soil boring report and
compared them with the current finished floor elevations from the most recent Downs Grading
and Utility Plan (Sheet 9).

Don compared the soil borings report taken in 2018 by McDowell & Associates and
transferred to an attached Water Table Data Plan presented by Seiber, Keast Engineering to
the Commission with their Grading and Utility plan (Sheet 9 in our packet).  

He surmises that when the soil borings were taken in 2018 there was no knowledge by the
testing engineer what the new finished floor levels would be after the site was balanced . He
would have no knowledge that the grade levels would be raises  by 5 to 8 ft.   The  Siebert,
Keast Engineering drawings titled Water Table Data furnished comparing the level of ground
water also show old baseline elevations or elevations as they exist now.  The Grading and
Utility Plan shows the revised finished floor levels which will be 5 to 8 ft higher.  These new
raised building ground elevations would keep the basements above water levels. 

Per his findings; Don concludes that there should be no restrictions to providing buildings with
full basements in most of the areas East of Cady Street.  The West portion should probably
remain as is. 

I have given this information to Sally who will be forwarding it onto our DPW and City
engineer for their review of his findings.  If they have any questions they can contact myself or
Don Webb directly to discuss.  Please forward this information to the Planning
Commissioners. 

Ps.  Don Webb is a Civil Engineer who lives in Northville and is currently on our Brownfield
Development Team.  

Thank you,

Thom Barry 

(See enclosed)

Addtl info received 1/31/22
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